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Although receptivity plays a key role in the transition of hypersonic flows, most prior computational receptivity studies have neglected to study broadband frequency disturbance spectra. This work uses perfect gas linear stability theory (LST) and direct numerical simulation (DNS) to study the receptivity of flow over a 9.525 mm nose radius, 7 deg half-angle straight cone at Mach 10 using finite spherical and planar pulses to approximate disturbances with broadband frequency spectra. Freestream fast acoustic, slow acoustic, temperature, and vorticity pulses of both geometries were studied to investigate a wide range of forcing conditions. Unsteady DNS predicts second mode growth and agrees well with LST. DNS and LST data are used to extract second mode receptivity coefficients and phase spectra. For the finite pulses the strongest to weakest responses are for the fast acoustic, temperature, slow acoustic, and vorticity pulses, respectively. The planar disturbances show the strongest response for the slow acoustic, temperature, vorticity, and fast acoustic pulses in that order. Fast Fourier transform results show significant variation in the spectral disturbance response between disturbance types and geometries, and the planar fast acoustic pulse in particular is shown to much more readily excite modal disturbances other than the primary second mode.

Nomenclature

\[ C_{rec} = \text{receptivity coefficient} \]
\[ c_r = \text{nondimensional phase speed} \]
\[ c_{\infty} = \text{disturbance velocity, m/s} \]
\[ f = \text{frequency, Hz} \]
\[ L^* = \text{boundary-layer thickness parameter, m} \]
\[ M = \text{Mach number} \]
\[ Pr = \text{Prandtl number} \]
\[ Re = \text{Reynolds number} \]
\[ s^* = \text{streamwise position, m} \]
\[ T = \text{temperature, K} \]
\[ \alpha = \text{spatial wavenumber, 1/m} \]
\[ \epsilon = \text{peak freestream disturbance amplitude} \]
\[ \sigma = \text{Gaussian shape parameter} \]
\[ \phi = \text{phase angle} \]
\[ \omega = \text{circular frequency} \]

Subscripts

\[ i = \text{imaginary component} \]
\[ r = \text{real component} \]
\[ w = \text{wall} \]
\[ 0 = \text{stagnation} \]
\[ \infty = \text{freestream} \]

I. Introduction

The accurate prediction of laminar to turbulent transition in hypersonic flows is a major concern when using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to aid in the design of hypersonic vehicles. Transition to turbulence is known to dramatically increase aerodynamic drag and heating on the vehicle’s surface and significantly affect the control of the vehicle [1–3]. Effectively delaying and/or predicting transition in hypersonic vehicles will allow for greater specificity in the design of thermal protection systems (TPSs) to minimize their weight impact and improve payload capacities.

Transition in a hypersonic boundary layer is governed by several mechanisms, and in the case of weak environmental forcing it can be broken down into three distinct stages: 1) boundary-layer receptivity, 2) linear growth of small amplitude disturbances, and 3) nonlinear breakdown at finite disturbance amplitudes [4]. Traditionally, studies on hypersonic boundary-layer transition at zero angle of attack have focused on the linear growth of Mack modes, for which the second mode instability has been found to dominate [5]. However, receptivity mechanisms dictate the initial disturbance amplitudes of flow instabilities like the second mode, and can greatly impact the general stability behavior of the flow [6]. Studies of receptivity commonly focus on the response to freestream noise which, for compressible flows, can be categorized into three distinct types: acoustic, entropy, and vorticity disturbances [7]. In hypersonic flows the interaction of any of these freestream disturbances with the bow shock generates disturbance waves of all three types behind the shock [8]. These can then propagate to and perturb the boundary layer. The mechanisms of the shock–disturbance interactions for each of these freestream disturbance types can vary significantly and cause differences in the resulting boundary-layer perturbations, in terms of both disturbance amplitude and phase [9]. Thus, a wide-ranging consideration of all these disturbance types is needed to fully characterize the receptivity of a hypersonic flow.

The receptivity of hypersonic boundary layers to freestream disturbances has been extensively studied in flows over flat plates [4,10–15] and cones [16–21]. Freestream acoustic, vorticity, and entropy disturbances modeled as discrete frequency planar waves were found to excite continuous and discrete mode instabilities to varying degrees in flat plates [4,10,14]. Acoustic disturbances in particular were seen to most readily excite the unstable second mode in flat plates [4,13], though the other disturbance types were also shown to potentially generate weaker modal instabilities [14]. Acoustic disturbances were also found to excite the strongest second mode response in cone geometries [16,18], though entropy and vorticity disturbances were able to excite second mode instabilities much more readily than in the flat plate cases. The additional complexity introduced by the bow shock and surface curvature for cones were observed to present different receptivity paths for freestream disturbances and necessitates studying a wide variety of disturbances to fully characterize the receptivity response of hypersonic flow over a cone.
Many of these prior receptivity studies simulated the boundary-layer response to discrete frequency planar Fourier modes in the freestream, which generally results in all of the energy of the disturbance spectrum being assigned to the most unstable frequency. This can lead to overestimations of the resulting boundary-layer disturbance amplitudes \cite{19}. A more physically correct model would take into account a broadband distribution of excited disturbance frequencies. Several recent computational studies have investigated the response to more complex broadband disturbances. Balakumar and Chou \cite{19} approximated broadband frequency spectra by simultaneously imposing carefully chosen combinations of discrete Fourier modes. They found that doing so allowed them to accurately predict transition on a sharp cone using a threshold criterion, though the accuracy decreased for their blunter cases. Huang and Zhong \cite{9,22} instead used freestream Gaussian pulses in order to simulate laser spot experiments originally performed at Purdue by Wheaton et al. \cite{23} and Chou et al. \cite{24,25}. These preliminary works showed that pulses could also replicate broadband frequency freestream disturbances, that pulses and other broadband perturbations could excite significant modal instabilities, and that a consideration of broadband disturbances could improve the accuracy of predictions made using linear receptivity results. While the pulse model does not fully represent the stochastic nature of realistic flight disturbances, they provide more complex forcing environments than previously studied discrete planar waves and can be decomposed spectrally using fast Fourier transform (FFT) to generate databases of linear receptivity coefficients for different spatial forcing configurations. These receptivity data can be used to provide the initial disturbance amplitudes that are required by amplitude method-based transition estimation schemes.

The current study expands upon the work by Huang and Zhong and presents a novel consideration of additional disturbance types. Although the receptivity to different freestream disturbances has been extensively studied in the past, prior works have traditionally considered only discrete frequency disturbances or were limited in their selection of broadband disturbances. Though these works provide insight into the complex receptivity mechanisms present in hypersonic flows over cones, a more complete overview of the disturbance responses is necessary to further characterize the receptivity mechanisms present in hypersonic boundary layers. The receptivity mechanisms for both finite, spherical, and planar pulse geometries are investigated in this study. The different disturbance geometries result in different forcing interactions; the finite, spherical pulses are small relative to the nose radius of the cone and only interact with the domain in the nose region, whereas the planar pulse can continuously interact with the shock as it propagates in the streamwise direction. This study aims to investigate the effects of these two different disturbance regimes. Fast acoustic, slow acoustic, temperature, and vorticity disturbances are modeled using both of the pulse geometries for a total of eight unsteady cases. The mean flow geometry is based on experiments by Marineau et al. \cite{26} for a Mach 10 flow over a cone from the AEDC wind tunnel 9. The numerical domain is defined by curvilinear grids matching the curvature of the cone geometry. A schematic of this is given in Fig. 1.

The governing equations in vector form are written as

\[ \frac{\partial U}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial F_j}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial G_j}{\partial x_j} = 0, \quad (j = 1, 2, 3) \]  

where \( U \) is the state vector of conserved quantities and \( F_j \) and \( G_j \) are the inviscid and viscous flux vectors, respectively. Here, \( j \) indices indicate curvilinear coordinates in the streamwise, radial, and azimuthal directions about the cone. The conservative vector \( U \) comprises five conservative flow variables for mass, momentum, and energy. In the shock fitting code, both the shock itself and the surface of the cone are treated as computational boundaries for the grid. The physical domain is defined by curvilinear grids matching the curvature of the cone geometry. A schematic of this is given in Fig. 1.

The equations are transformed into uniform Cartesian computational coordinates in order to apply the high-order finite difference methods used in the shock-fitting algorithm. The transformed governing equation is

### Table 1 Freestream flow conditions for DNS simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( M_\infty )</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_\infty )</td>
<td>0.0472 kg/m(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_\infty )</td>
<td>51.0 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_w/T_\infty )</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Re/F_\infty ) (1E6/m)</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_{0,\infty} ) (1.07 MJ/kg)</td>
<td>1.07 MJ/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_\infty )</td>
<td>0.65 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U_\infty ) (1426 m/s)</td>
<td>1426 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_r )</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle of attack</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Linear Stability Theory

The LST implementation used in this study was originally developed and verified by Ma and Zhong [4,11,12]. The LST relations are derived from the governing Navier–Stokes equations in Eq. (1), where the instantaneous flow is decomposed into a mean and fluctuating component \( q = \bar{q} + q' \). This instantaneous flow is then reintroduced into the governing equations. Because the steady mean flow component is assumed to satisfy the governing equations, it can be subtracted out. The mean flow is also assumed to be quasi-parallel, and thus any remaining mean flow terms are functions of \( y \) only. Disturbances are also assumed to be small enough that quadratic and higher-order perturbation terms can be ignored, allowing for the linearization of the equations. A normal mode solution in the form of \( q' = \hat{q}(y) e^{i[(\alpha x + \beta z - \omega t)]} \) is introduced, where \( \omega \) is the circular frequency of the disturbance, and \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the wave-numbers. In this study a spatial stability approach is used. Thus \( \alpha \) is complex and results in the dispersion relation \( \alpha = \Omega(\omega, \beta) \). For the spatial stability approach, the circular frequency of a disturbance mode, \( \omega \), must be manually set depending on the disturbance frequency of interest while \( \beta \) is set to 0 for a two-dimensional disturbance. The complex spatial wavenumber \( \alpha \) is solved for and can be written as \( \alpha = \alpha_r + i\alpha_i \). Here, \(-\alpha_i\) is the growth rate of the disturbance. Substituting in the normal mode reduces the problem to a coupled set of five ordinary differential equations:

\[
\left( A \frac{d^2}{dy^2} + B \frac{d}{dy} + C \right) \phi = \ddot{\phi} = 0
\]

where \( \ddot{\phi} = [\ddot{u}, \ddot{v}, \ddot{\bar{T}}, \ddot{\bar{P}}, \ddot{\bar{\rho}}]^T \) and \( A, B, \) and \( C \) are complex square matrices of size five. This is now a boundary value problem where the derivative operators can be discretized and the equations solved numerically. The boundary conditions for Eq. (3) are given as

\[
y = 0; \quad \phi_1 = \phi_2 = \phi_3 = \phi_4 = \phi_5 = 0 \quad (4)
\]

\[
y \to \infty; \quad \phi_1, \phi_2, \phi_3, \phi_4, \phi_5 \to 0 \quad (5)
\]

The system of equations is solved using a multidomain spectral method similar to Malik [32]. The converged mean flow from the steady DNS is used as the input to the LST analysis where additional stretching for the multidomain spectral method is used to interpolate the mean flow results to the LST grids.

Although LST can be used to identify both the unstable disturbance frequencies and their growth rates, it does not directly specify the exact amplitude of the disturbance. Conventionally, boundary-layer transition is estimated using LST through an amplification criterion known as the \( e^N \) or the \( N \)-factor method. The \( N \)-factor is given by

\[
e^{N(s^*, f)} = \frac{A(s^*, f)}{A_0(f)} = \exp \left[ \int_{s_0}^{s^*} -\alpha_i(s^*, f) ds^* \right] \quad (6)
\]

where \( A(s^*, f) \) is spectral disturbance density at a position \( s^* \), \( A_0(f) \) is the initial disturbance density at the branch I neutral point \( s_0 \), and \( \alpha_i \) is the spatial amplification rate (growth rate) obtained from LST. The growth rate is integrated for a discrete frequency in the streamwise direction using a trapezoidal method. Transition \( N \)-factors for sharp cones are commonly understood to be between 5 and 10. Lei and Zhong [33], Aleksandrova et al. [34], and Balakumar and Chou [19] found that \( N \)-factors decreased considerably at similar streamwise locations for blunter cones. Marineau et al. [26] also found that blunt nose \( N \)-factors calculated at the beginning of transition were significantly lower than those for sharp nose cases, reaching as low as 0.5. Pure considerations of the \( N \)-factor are observed to be insufficient to reliably determine transition throughout a wide variety of conditions.

C. Freestream Disturbance Model

The stability of the system is also studied by perturbing the mean flow and tracking the development of the boundary-layer disturbances using DNS. Here, the flow is disturbed with freestream fast acoustic, slow acoustic, temperature, and vorticity disturbances in the form of Gaussian pulses. Two pulse geometries, a finite spherical and a planar pulse distribution, were used in this work. Because the shock is treated as a computational boundary in the simulations, these pulses can be represented analytically in the freestream. A schematic of the unsteady simulation is given for the finite pulse case in Fig. 2a and for the planar pulse case in Fig. 2b. The finite spherical pulse is, as its name implies, a pulse disturbance that is limited spatially in \( x, y \), and \( z \). The pulse disturbance distribution is given in Eq. (7). The planar pulse is very similar and assumes that the dimensions of the pulse are fixed along the \( x \) axis. However, the disturbance remains infinite in the \( y \) and \( z \) directions. The pulses are advected by the freestream velocity along the central symmetry line of the cone. The limited scope of the finite spherical pulses causes them to only interact with cone near the nose region, whereas the planar pulses continue acting upon the flowfield throughout the entire domain as they propagate downstream. The design of the pulses is based on previous work by Huang and Zhong [9] and Lei and Zhong [21].
A freestream entropy disturbance is described by

$$|p'|_{\infty} = -|s'|_{\infty} = \epsilon M_{\infty}, \quad |u'|_{\infty} = |v'|_{\infty} = |p'|_{\infty} = 0 \quad (11)$$

And a freestream vorticity disturbance is described by

$$|v'|_{\infty} M_{\infty} = \epsilon M_{\infty}, \quad |u'|_{\infty} = |p'|_{\infty} = |s'|_{\infty} = 0 \quad (12)$$

Because of the calorically perfect gas assumed in this study’s numerical models, the temperature disturbances can be directly related to freestream entropy disturbances by the equation of state for a perfect gas.

The parameters given in Table 2 for the finite spherical cases result in the disturbance distribution shown in Fig. 3 and can be tuned accordingly to generate different spectral amplitude distributions. The frequency distribution of the planar disturbances follow the same trends as the finite spherical cases, with the only difference being a reduction in the peak freestream amplitude $e M_{\infty}$ to ensure linear boundary-layer disturbances.

**D. Boundary-Layer Receptivity**

The boundary-layer disturbance content is studied by decomposing the surface pressure perturbations resulting from each pulse into their spectral frequency components using Fourier analysis. The time-dependent perturbation variables can be expressed in terms of their Fourier spectral components, obtained through an FFT:

$$h(t) \equiv \tilde{h} \approx \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} H(f_n) e^{-2\pi if_n t} \quad (13)$$

where $H(f_n)$ is the frequency space Fourier coefficient corresponding to the $n$th discretized frequency $f_n$. Additionally, $N$ corresponds to the total number of Fourier collocation points used to discretize the time-dependent function $h(t)$ in Fourier space. The discretized time $h(t)$ is defined as being the value of the time-dependent function $h(t)$ at a given time $t = t_n$.

In this study, the variable $h(t)$ corresponds to local boundary-layer perturbations in the surface pressure. The complex components of $H(f_n)$ correspond to the phase angle of the perturbation variables through $\phi = \tan^{-1}(\text{Im}(H(f_n))/\text{Re}(H(f_n)))$, and $|H(f_n)|$ are the perturbation amplitudes for the surface pressure at the frequency $f_n$.

Because LST was used to validate the results of the unsteady DNS analysis, local growth rates and wavenumbers need to be calculated from the Fourier decomposed perturbation data. Following a similar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Gaussian pulse parameters for DNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here $A(s^*, f)$ is the Fourier decomposed surface pressure normalized by the freestream disturbance and $e^{N(s^*, f)}$ is the exponentiated $N$-factor determined through LST for a given frequency and a streamwise location $s^*$. The nondimensional amplitude $A(s^*, f)$ for the acoustic and entropy disturbances is derived by normalizing the local surface pressure perturbation at a given frequency by the freestream density perturbation of the same frequency in the freestream pulse $|dp_{\infty}(f)/\rho_{\infty}|$. For the vorticity pulses, this instead uses the freestream velocity disturbance $|d\psi_{\infty}(f)/\psi_{\infty}|$, as no density perturbations are imposed in the freestream. This normalization is based on the relative peak amplitude $eM_{\infty}$ from the dispersion relations in Eqs. (9–12), and accounts for the nonuniform frequency distribution of disturbance amplitudes in the freestream pulses. The $N$-factor and perturbation data are sampled at the same streamwise position. It is observed later that the choice of sampling location does have some influence on the resulting receptivity coefficients due to the influence of freestream forcing.

### IV. Steady Flowfield Solution

The steady DNS pressure and temperature mean flow contours for the cone are shown in Fig. 4a near the nose region and in Fig. 4b throughout the entire computational domain. A total of 240 points were used in the $\eta$ direction, whereas the distribution in $\zeta$ ranged from 30 points per mm at the nose to 5 points per mm at the end of the geometry. These distributions were chosen to ensure that sufficiently large wavenumber disturbances could be captured by the simulation and to provide sufficient resolution in the mean flow data so as to reduce numerical inconsistencies in the LST analysis. A total of 10,080 points were used in the $\zeta$ direction to resolve the cone to 1.9 m. Marineau et al. [26] studied cones up to lengths of 1.5 m. The domain here was lengthened to allow for the development of a more amplified second mode that would be used to generate spectral receptivity data for the studied pulse disturbances.

The temperature contours in Fig. 4a depict a broad temperature gradient in the frustum region immediately after the nose. This is indicative of a similarly extensive entropy gradient and is representative of the generation of a significant entropy layer as expected for this relatively blunt nose. Figure 4b similarly shows a significant surface normal temperature gradient extending far downstream from the nose and indicates that the entropy layer is not swallowed for a large portion of the computational domain. These entropy layers reduce local flow velocities and density, and in turn reduce local Reynolds numbers. Because transition locations have been correlated with larger local Reynolds numbers, this process has been used to explain the transition delaying mechanism for intermediate nose bluntness [36]. However, this fails to explain transition reversal effects observed in large bluntness flows [33]. Zhong and Ma [16] observed the emergence of an additional generalized inflexion point in the entropy layer of their blunt cone, which may be indicative of inviscid instability. These entropy layer instabilities can be absorbed by the boundary layers in blunt cones and potentially lead to early transition, though they have been observed to be relatively weak in perfect gas flows. They also pointed out that nonmodal instabilities may have stronger influence in blunt cones, and cause this reversal. Balakumar and Chou [19] also observed large oscillations in the entropy layer before second mode disturbances eventually began to dominate further downstream on their straight blunt cone cases. Further investigation of the effects of freestream receptivity in the entropy layer may be of interest in resolving this problem.

The wall-normal profiles of both velocity and entropy are presented in Fig. 5. The velocity profiles in Fig. 5a demonstrate weak variation in boundary-layer height after approximately $s^* = 0.7405$...
The extent of the entropy layer is defined in Fig. 5b, in which it is shown to extend above the boundary layer across much of the cone. The entropy layer and boundary layer are observed to merge near approximately \( s^* = 0.9881 \) m, after which both the velocity and entropy profiles experience relatively minor variation in the streamwise direction. While the more extensive entropy profile variation before \( s^* = 0.9881 \) m indicates potential nonparallel effects in the thermal boundary layer up to this point, it was found that the modal disturbance amplification profile does not vary much when taking non-parallelism into account for this case. Thus, a locally parallel assumption was used in the linear stability analysis for this study.

The convergence of the mean flow used in this study is discussed in detail by He and Zhong [37], where grid independence was verified using the current 240 point/\( j \) grid and a doubled 480 point/\( j \) grid. The difference between the original and refined grids is quantified by the infinity norm of the relative error, which is defined as the maximum error in the temperature or velocity profile. The infinity norm based on the velocity was found to be \( 1.65 \times 10^{-6} \).

V. LST Results

LST results indicate a strong amplified second mode band between frequencies of 118 and 238 kHz. At the reported experimental transition location of 1.037 m for this case [26], the unstable second mode is found between frequencies of 150 and 185 kHz and compares well to Marineau’s results. The growth rate contours and the neutral stability curve are shown in Fig. 6. The neutral stability curve was generated by fitting the branch I and branch II neutral stability points and is highlighted in black. In this figure positive \( -\alpha \) growth rates inside the curve correspond to the unstable second mode region.

The \( N \)-factor of the discrete frequency disturbances can be calculated using Eq. (6) to integrate the growth rates in the streamwise direction. The results of this analysis are depicted in Fig. 7. A direct comparison between the selected discrete frequency LST \( N \)-factors as shown in Fig. 7a, and Marineau’s Parabolized Stability Equation (PSE) derived \( N \)-factors are shown in Fig. 7b. The lines in Fig. 7b are made by fitting the curve profiles for each of the sampled LST frequencies.

For this case (corresponding to Run 3752), Marineau et al. [26] reported an experimentally determined transition location of \( s = 1.037 \) m, along with a corresponding \( N \) factor of 1.6. The LST results of this study report an \( N \)-factor of approximately 1.7 at the experimental transition location and are consistent with Marineau’s results for this case. In general, the LST results correlate reasonably well with the PSE data reported by Marineau, with our LST over-predicting the \( N \)-factors slightly throughout the downstream sections of the domain. This difference can be attributed to nonparallel effects that the LST formulation neglects compared with the PSE algorithm.

![Fig. 4 Partial view of pressure (top) and temperature (bot) contours for a) the nose region and b) the entire cone.](image1)

![Fig. 5 Wall-normal a) U velocity and b) S entropy profiles at different positions along the cone.](image2)
used by Marineau. While nonparallel effects seem to have the most effect on higher frequency disturbances upstream on the cone, the primary amplification behavior matches remarkably well with Marineau’s reported results and indicate that the most dominant modal disturbances for this case are not too strongly affected by boundary-layer variation.

The phase speed and growth rate of the 150 kHz disturbance are presented in Fig. 8 and are used later to validate the unsteady DNS results. This disturbance frequency was chosen because it was observed to contain a highly amplified second mode. It is shown that the primary second mode disturbance corresponds to the discrete mode F emerging from the continuous fast acoustic spectrum. The continuous spectra are indicated in the phase speed plot by the dashed lines at $1 + 1/M_\infty$ for the fast acoustic, 1 for the entropy/vorticity, and $1 - 1/M_\infty$ for the slow acoustic modes. Additionally, Fig. 8 shows that this particular frequency demonstrates an extensive synchronization region between mode F and mode S, lying between 1.1 and 1.7 m along the cone.

VI. Unsteady DNS Results

The receptivity of the cone was studied in response to a variety of broadband, continuous frequency spectra freestream disturbances. To do this, the pulse disturbances described in Sec. III.C were introduced analytically in the freestream. These pulses were advected along the central axis of symmetry in the streamwise direction over the mean flow. The resulting boundary-layer disturbances on the cone’s surface were decomposed with FFT into their spectral frequency components. The specific disturbance cases and their respective labels are given in Table 3. The disturbances are differentiated by both their freestream perturbation type and their geometry. The fast acoustic, slow acoustic, temperature (entropy), and vorticity disturbances are defined by the freestream dispersion relations in Eqs. (9–12), respectively. The freestream spectra of the pulses were fixed to be the same within the finite spherical and planar cases, respectively.

A. Finite Spherical Pulse Unsteady DNS Results

Figure 9 depicts the instantaneous pressure and temperature disturbances immediately after the finite pulse interaction at the nose for case B1. The pressure disturbance in Fig. 9a depicts acoustic waves propagating toward the cone surface and being reflected back toward the bow shock. The temperature disturbance in Fig. 9b on the other hand depicts temperature perturbations moving at the local flow velocity and piling up, not experiencing the reflection associated with acoustic waves. These are indicative of excited entropy modes and are very similar to the structures that Huang and Zhong [9] observed for their entropy spot study. Similarly, Fig. 10 for the finite spherical fast acoustic pulse (case B1) shows the pressure and temperature disturbance contours at a downstream position on the cone. The rope-like wave structures in the temperature profile in Fig. 10b are indicative of a perturbation growing in accordance with Mack’s second mode [4]. These leading-edge and boundary-layer disturbances were qualitatively observed in each case considered in this study and indicate strong second mode amplification downstream on the cone.

In addition to the conventional second mode, Mach wave-like radiating structures can be observed near the tail end of the disturbance wave packet, most prominently for the pressure disturbances in Fig. 10a. This behavior is characteristic of a supersonic mode, in which the phase speed of the disturbance is supersonic with respect to the mean flow [38]. Recent studies have shown that these supersonic modes may have disturbance amplitudes similar in strength to second mode instabilities, and as a result may be of significant importance in the process of transition for real gas flows [38–41]. However, similar to Reshotko [2] the supersonic modes observed here are relatively weak and occur downstream enough that they are unlikely to significantly affect transition. A wider consideration of their effects on stability and their general receptivity response may also be of interest for future work.

![Figure 6](image-url)  
*Fig. 6* LST growth rate contour and neutral stability curve.

![Figure 7](image-url)  
*a* N-factor data ranging between 120 and 220 kHz with $\Delta f = 10$ kHz. *b* Current LST N-factors vs Marineau’s [26] reported PSE N-factors.
The normalized surface pressure perturbations resulting from the finite spherical fast acoustic pulse (case B1) are presented in Fig. 11 for a selection of streamwise positions. Before the second mode region, the wave packet is complex in shape and is dominated by oscillations associated with nonmodal forcing. These forcing waves are shown to decay upstream of the second mode region before experiencing significant amplification as they propagate downstream. A more regular waveform appears after $s^+ = 1.42$ m and is observed to experience exponential amplification in its magnitude as it propagates downstream. This is indicative of a dominant second mode instability.

The total surface disturbances depicted in Figs. 10 and 11 may be studied more quantitatively through the use of Fourier decomposition (FFT). The resulting normalized spectral surface pressure contour maps for the finite spherical fast acoustic (case B1), slow acoustic (case B2), temperature (case B3), and vorticity (case B4) disturbances are shown in Fig. 12. Again, these Fourier decomposed pressure disturbances are normalized by the spectral content of the initial freestream disturbance shown in Fig. 3b to account for the nonuniform frequency distribution of the initial pulse [22]. Additionally, the LST neutral curve is also plotted in solid black lines in these figures in order to validate the unsteady simulation. The most amplified frequency was observed to be between approximately 140 and 150 kHz and agrees well with the LST $N$-factors results presented previously. The neutral curves align as expected with the instability band, because peak unsteady amplification for the second mode disturbance should be centered about the branch II neutral line [38]. Although there is a slight offset between the maximum amplitude of the second mode amplification lobe and the branch II curve, this is attributed to the nonparallel effects disregarded by the LST calculations. However, it is observed later in Fig. 15 for the 150 kHz disturbance that these nonparallel effects are very miniscule, and our DNS and LST demonstrate close agreement at the peak disturbance frequencies. Thus, although LST does not account for freestream forcing or nonparallel effects, the resultant downstream perturbation spectra are shown to be dominated by the modal instability predicted.
by LST and the LST results are still relevant to the amplification behavior of the primary flow instability.

From Fig. 9 it is seen that case B1 excites significant acoustic and entropy/vorticity disturbances at the leading edge of the cone. The complex interactions and acoustic reflections at the nose generate the initial perturbations that force the boundary layer. Additionally, the large bluntness of the cone indicates the presence of a significant entropy layer, through which additional instabilities may be produced and propagate to force the boundary layer. This is likely observed in Fig. 12 as the pulses induce upstream disturbances between 100 and 200 kHz. This excitation gradually dampens in the streamwise direction until second mode growth generates the red

Fig. 10  a) Pressure and b) temperature perturbations near $s^* = 1.5$ m after the finite spherical fast acoustic perturbation (case B1).

Fig. 11  Time history of normalized surface pressure perturbations resulting from finite spherical fast acoustic pulse disturbance (case B1).
lobe seen at the end of the computational domain in all four cases. A similar phenomenon is observed in all of the finite pulse cases, though the general receptivity of the mean flow to freestream vorticity disturbances is weak enough that this forcing cannot be seen in the uniform contour levels in Fig. 12d for case B4. The primary band of instabilities observed in all four cases is centered between approximately 140 and 170 kHz, depending on streamwise position and corresponds to the most highly amplified second mode disturbance frequencies. Both the initial forcing and the second mode disturbance amplitudes were strongest for the finite spherical fast acoustic disturbance (case B1), followed by the temperature (case B3), the slow acoustic (case B2), and finally the vorticity (case B4) disturbances, respectively.

The spatial development of surface pressure perturbation amplitudes for a selection of highly amplified second mode frequencies is given for case B1 in Fig. 13. The results for the other finite pulse cases are very similar and are omitted for concision. In the plot, each of the sampled frequencies initially start with significant amplitudes associated with the boundary-layer perturbations initially excited upstream at or near the leading edge of the cone. Similar to what was observed in Figs. 11 and 12 these disturbances are attenuated until second mode amplification takes hold downstream. The oscillations in these signals are indicative of modal interference effects, which can be observed near the local minima of each frequency. This particular point is attributed to the synchronization between the different modal disturbances. The 160 and 170 kHz sampled frequencies also exhibit the modal oscillation behavior near the end of the domain, which is indicative of interactions with higher disturbance modes. The 155 kHz disturbance also demonstrates a distinct kink near \( s^* = 1.7 \) m that shows some minor localized amplification not observed for the other disturbance frequencies.

Fig. 12 Surface FFT pressure distribution for a) case B1, b) case B2, c) case B3, and d) case B4.

Fig. 13 Normalized surface pressure disturbance amplitudes for selected second mode frequencies for case B1.
Similar discontinuities have been observed in growth rate curves by Knisely and Zhong [38] for supersonic mode instabilities. The FFT decomposed surface pressure perturbations at different streamwise locations are also presented in Fig. 14 for cases B1–B4. As expected, the spectral surface pressure distributions for the finite spherical cases are very similar to each other. Again, we see that case B1 excites the strongest overall pressure perturbations downstream in the second mode region. Case B1 also generates stronger initial disturbance waves upstream of the second mode amplification region similar to the behavior observed in the normalized surface pressure contours. Distinctive peaks in the disturbance amplitude can also be seen here, initially centered around frequencies of approximately 170–180 kHz. As the sampling point moves further downstream, this peak disturbance band shifts to center around lower frequencies while also growing in overall amplitude, eventually centering around 145–155 kHz near the end of the computational domain. The amplitude peaks observed here correspond to the primary second mode instability for this flow and their behavior corresponds well to the LST results in Fig. 6, as maximum second mode amplitudes are expected to follow with the branch II neutral point. The broadband disturbance dampening and amplification pattern is clearly seen again here. While the disturbance amplitudes for cases B2, B3, and B4 are smaller, the same general trends are observed.

Through Eqs. (14–16) the FFT decomposed unsteady DNS can be used to calculate the growth rates and phase speeds of different discrete frequency surface perturbations. The 150 kHz frequency disturbance in particular was used in order to validate the results of the unsteady DNS. The results for the 150 kHz frequency disturbance for the finite spherical fast acoustic (case B1) are presented in Fig. 15. The unsteady DNS results for case B1 show good agreement with LST, demonstrating that the discrete mode F is unstable for this case. The signal for this case, and for the other finite pulse cases, show that the boundary-layer disturbances are dominated by mode F disturbances upstream on the cone. This indicates that the initial noise excitations primarily force discrete fast acoustic disturbances for all the finite pulse cases, similar to what Huang and Zhong [9] observed for an entropy pulse. The LST predicts an extensive synchronization range for this frequency between streamwise locations of 1.1 and 1.8 m. Near the beginning of the synchronization region, significant oscillations in both the phase speed and growth rates can be observed in the DNS results. This oscillation is indicative of modal interference associated with the synchronization of the discrete modes, though it is still apparent that the newly destabilized mode F dominates. These oscillations dampen out significantly as the disturbance propagates through the end of the domain for case B1 in Fig. 15. Nearly identical responses are observed as well for cases B2, B3, and B4 and as such are relegated to Supplementary Figs. S1, S2, and S3, respectively. In all of the finite spherical pulse cases it was shown that the pulse disturbances generated significant discrete mode F waves in the boundary layer upstream on the cone. After synchronization, the boundary-layer disturbance signal remains dominated by the unstable mode F predicted by LST.

**Fig. 14** FFT decomposed surface pressure spectra at various streamwise locations for a) case B1, b) case B2, c) case B3, and d) case B4.
B. Planar Pulse Unsteady DNS Results

Figure 16 presents snapshots of the disturbance pressure contours resulting from the planar fast acoustic pulse (case B5) over a downstream region of the cone at two different instances. Because the planar pulses are infinite in the \(y-z\) plane, they continuously interact with and introduce forcing to the shock layer as they propagate in the streamwise direction. In particular, Fig. 16a depicts the front of the downstream shock–disturbance interaction and the wake of disturbances it excites, whereas Fig. 16b shows the slower band of amplifying second mode disturbances behind the pulse front. In Fig. 16a a sharp interface can be seen at the leading edge of the disturbance front at \(x = 1.46\, \text{m}\) and is attributed to continuous fast acoustic disturbances that are generated in the shock layer by the shock–disturbance interactions. This distinctive edge propagates with the speed of the acoustic pulse and shows significant forcing being generated by the disturbance that directly interacts with the boundary layer. The result of this forcing can be observed in the normalized surface pressure time history plots in Fig. 17, which depicts a strong secondary disturbance spike caused by the planar forcing that propagates throughout computational domain. Trailiing behind this leading waveform are additional perturbations distributed throughout the shear layer consisting of continuous spectrum disturbances propagating at their characteristic speeds. These include alternating sections of negative pressure disturbances between \(x = 1.35\, \text{m}\) and \(x = 1.45\, \text{m}\) and before \(x = 1.28\, \text{m}\), similar to what was observed by Huang and Zhong [9]. The secondary red structure near \(x = 1.3\, \text{m}\) is associated with continuous slow acoustic modes, which also seem to be strongly amplified by the planar fast acoustic disturbance. The forced continuous modes seem to be very dominant for the planar fast acoustic case shown here. Even at a relatively downstream position of \(s^* = 1.42\, \text{m}\), the magnitude of the forcing disturbance overshadows that of the amplifying second mode disturbance wave packet. It is only near the end of the cone where the primary second mode disturbance begins to dominate. Furthermore, this forcing is also observed to experience amplification as it continues downstream, although much more weakly than the primary second mode. This amplification can also be explained by the continuous introduction of additional forcing throughout the domain by the planar pulse.

The second mode wave packet depicted in Fig. 16b somewhat follows the trends observed in the finite spherical disturbance cases. Clear isolated second mode structures can be identified in the boundary layer. A weak supersonic mode is again observed here for case B5, though it is shown to extend much farther into the shock layer. The other planar pulse cases were observed to have very similar

![Fig. 16](image1.png)

Fig. 16 Pressure perturbations near \(X = 1.5\, \text{m}\) after the planar fast acoustic perturbation (case B5) for a) the pulse front shown beginning at \(x = 1.46\, \text{m}\) and b) the primary second mode behind the pulse front.
flow. The presence of strong forcing and multimodal disturbances in packets in Fig. 17. Although these other instabilities are generally continuous forcing input, and can be observed in the secondary wave continuous modes and other discrete modes that are excited by the amplitudes throughout. These additional disturbance bands may be domain, though the second mode is observed to have the highest amplification as they propagate downstream through the domain that experiences limited attenuation compared with their finite pulse counterparts before second mode amplification. These lower frequency forcing waves remain much more significant in the downstream regions of the cone due to the continuous introduction of forcing from the planar pulses. Although noise effects are noticeably stronger for the planar cases, they are still observed to strongly excite primary second mode disturbances downstream on the cone and agree well with LST predictions.

The disturbance spectrum for case B5 in Fig. 18a is significantly more complex. A strong low-frequency disturbance band is still observed near 100 kHz, whereas another additional band of unstable frequencies between 180 and 260 kHz is also apparent. Contrary to the other cases, these additional disturbance bands seem to experience amplification as they propagate downstream through the domain, though the second mode is observed to have the highest amplitudes throughout. These additional disturbance bands may be continuous modes and other discrete modes that are excited by the continuous forcing input, and can be observed in the secondary wave packets in Fig. 17. Although these other instabilities are generally much weaker than the second mode for hypersonic flows [35,42] at the end of the cone, they may still have considerable impact on the flow. The presence of strong forcing and multimodal disturbances in the planar pulse cases necessitates the use of modal decomposition techniques in order to extract useful receptivity data for instabilities of particular interest, especially in noisy environments such as those considered in this study.

The spatial development of surface pressure perturbation amplitudes is plotted again in Fig. 19a for case B5 and in Fig. 19b for case B6. Cases B7 and B8 were very similar in structure to case B6 and are omitted. Case B6 demonstrates very similar general profiles to the finite pulses in cases B1–B4, though the lowest and most amplified frequencies in this case seem to experience minimal attenuation of the disturbances introduced upstream on the cone. Similar modal interference patterns and the distinct kink in the 156 kHz disturbance shown here are also observed, which indicate that higher disturbance modes and the supersonic mode may also play a further role in the downstream development of these disturbances. The results for case B5 show significantly weaker second mode amplification, though the upstream forcing levels are much higher than they are for case B6. Furthermore, these upstream disturbances experience little to no damping before second mode amplification, which indicates that the flow in this case is much more receptive to the forcing modes introduced by the planar fast acoustic pulse than the other unsteady pulse configurations.

The normalized surface pressure spectra at different streamwise locations for cases B5–B8 are shown in Fig. 20. Case B5 in Fig. 20a follows closely with the behavior observed in the finite spherical cases. However, the second mode amplitudes for case B5 are an order of magnitude smaller than those for case B6 in Fig. 20b and 30–50% smaller than those observed for case B7 in Fig. 20c and for case B8 in Fig. 20d. Cases B6–B8 share very similar low-frequency forcing structures outside of the second mode frequency band, whereas case B5 is observed to have significantly higher relative disturbance amplitudes outside of the second mode frequency range. In particular, a low-frequency band near 50–100 kHz and a

---

**Fig. 17** Time history of normalized surface pressure perturbations resulting from planar fast acoustic pulse disturbance (case B5).
high-frequency band between 200 and 250 kHz are up to three orders of magnitude stronger for case B5. The higher frequency disturbance band is also shown to experience amplification as the disturbance propagates downstream in case B5. This indicates that the receptivity response for case B5 seems to distribute the forcing in a broadband manner, whereas cases B6, B7, and B8 primarily excite second mode waves.

This can be directly observed in the unsteady DNS versus LST phase speed and growth rate comparison in Fig. 21 for case B5. The boundary-layer disturbances resulting from case B5 do not seem to
Fig. 20 FFT decomposed surface pressure spectra at various streamwise locations for a) case B5, b) case B6, c) case B7, and d) case B8.

Fig. 21 Case B5 unsteady DNS results vs LST predicted results for 150 kHz disturbances: a) phase speed and b) growth rate.
become dominated by second mode instabilities until the far downstream regions of the cone. The growth rate shown in Fig. 21b is highly oscillatory and centered around a neutrally stable disturbance until approximately $s^* = 1.6$ m, whereas the phase speed plot in Fig. 21a shows similar oscillations centered around the continuous fast acoustic spectrum until the same point. These results indicate the dominance of neutrally stable forcing waves in the boundary layer. The observed amplification of the LST-predicted stable frequencies observed for case B5 in Fig. 20a can be attributed to the continuous introduction of weakly unstable neutrally stable continuous mode forcing from the planar fast acoustic pulse.

Case B6 in Fig. 22 is shown to correlate much better with the 150 kHz LST results in terms of both phase speed and growth rate, though significant modal oscillations from the increased freestream forcing level are observed in the growth rate before approximately $s^* = 1.2$ m. From this it can be seen that case B6 behaves similarly to the finite spherical disturbances and primarily excites the second mode instability at this frequency. The results for case B7 and case B8 are strongly similar and are included in the Supplementary Figs. S6 and S7, respectively.

VII. Receptivity Results

The spectral receptivity coefficient for each of the disturbances was calculated using the methodology described in Sec. III.D. Using Huang and Zhong’s method [9,22], the second mode receptivity coefficient is extracted through a combination of LST N-factors and unsteady DNS data. Isolating the contributions of individual modal disturbances allows for greater specificity when tracking the development of primary instabilities across a flow domain. More rigorous methods for decoupling the modal boundary-layer disturbances like the bi-orthogonal decomposition method developed by Tumin [43] and used by Miselis et al. [44] may be necessary to decompose more complex boundary-layer disturbance profiles and to characterize disturbance modes other than the second mode. However, this more rigorous decomposition model requires additional development before it can be applied to the results here.

A. Receptivity Coefficient Spectra

Because these receptivity calculations may be sensitive to sampling location [22], a comparison of the receptivity spectra for different sampling locations was made for the finite and planar pulse disturbances. The receptivity spectra for case B1 and case B2 at several sampling locations are presented in Fig. 23, whereas results for cases B3 and B4 are given in Supplementary Figs. S8 and S9, respectively. The chosen sampling locations were the LST branch I neutral stability point $x_{brI}$, the branch II neutral stability point $x_{brII}$, and an intermediate location defined at $x_{sample} = 1.3 * x_{brI}$, all of which are frequency dependent as seen in the neutral curve in Fig. 6. These points were chosen to ensure the sampling location remained within the unstable second mode region. After a sampling point is chosen for a given disturbance frequency, the normalized FFT decomposed surface pressure at that point is used as an input for Eq. (17). The branch I sampling point compares directly to conventional receptivity results like those reported by Balakumar and Chou [19], Kara et al. [20], Zhong and Ma [16], and Huang [22] as the normalization factor in this case is simply 1. Huang and Zhong stated that the boundary layer at the branch I neutral point is likely to be contaminated by the multimodal content of the disturbance, which may obscure the initial amplitudes of the primary instability modes of interest. In this study, cases B1–B4 in Fig. 23 demonstrate strong second mode dominance at all three sampling points. Although the branch I sampling case does show significantly more oscillations indicative of multimodal disturbances [22], the general shape and magnitude of the receptivity spectrum is in line with the other sampling locations.

It can be concluded that, for the finite spherical disturbances studied here so far, sampling location does not have a significant impact on the resulting receptivity coefficients, and that the second mode disturbance dominates the boundary-layer disturbances. This is likely because any extraneous forcing waves are primarily isolated and damped out in the upstream regions of the cone and have little influence on the development of boundary-layer disturbances further downstream.

Figure 24 presents the same data for the planar fast and slow acoustic freestream pulses in case B5 and case B6, whereas the results for case B7 are given in Supplementary Fig. S10 and the results of case B8 are given in Supplementary Fig. S11. The receptivity coefficient spectra for case B5 in Fig. 24a differ significantly from the finite spherical pulse cases, whereas the results in Fig. 24b for case B6 are similar to those in Fig. 23 for cases B1 and B2. The magnitudes of the receptivity coefficients for the planar cases are also much higher. This is because the additional forcing generated by the planar pulse as it propagates through the domain prevents the low-frequency disturbances from dampening significantly, as seen in Fig. 18. This results in significantly higher initial amplitudes for the second mode disturbances. The Fourier decomposition results presented in this study also do not account for the differences in wavenumber distributions between the finite spherical pulses and the infinite planar pulses.

Case B6 seems to very readily excite both second mode and additional low-frequency disturbances attributed to noise. The

![Case B6 unsteady DNS results vs LST predicted results for 150 kHz disturbances: a) phase speed and b) growth rate.](image-url)
low-frequency disturbances in particular are observed to be excited much more strongly than in the finite pulse cases. This can also be seen in the FFT contours shown in Fig. 18, where again the low-frequency forcing generated by the planar pulse is observably much more present throughout the domain. The branch I sampling location results overpredicts the low-frequency response compared with the other sampling locations, indicating that modal decomposition is necessary to capture the behaviors of the second mode. On the other hand, the intermediate and branch II sampling locations show very similar results, peaking at frequencies between 125 and 145 kHz. A significant spike is seen in the intermediate sampling location near 138 kHz, whereas a similar spike is seen in the branch II sampling position near 145 kHz for case B6. These are attributed to nonparallel effects. Because of the relatively large nose bluntness of the cone, the boundary-layer variation upstream of \( s^+ = 1.0 \) m may cause slight discrepancies between the LST and unsteady DNS results. This can be observed in the slight offset of the second mode amplification lobes and the branch II curves in Figs. 12 and 18. This is reflected in the difference in peak disturbance frequencies between the sampling points. Furthermore, the peak values vary somewhat between the two cases as well, with the intermediate sampling point having a peak coefficient approximately 9% higher than the branch II sampling case. Numerical resolution issues with the LST decomposition are assumed to play a role in this. However, these differences are relatively small and the overall disturbance development is still captured by the methodology here. A similar result is observed to a lesser degree in the finite pulse cases, but in general these nonparallel effects are weak and LST decomposition has been observed to effectively capture modal disturbance development here.

The receptivity spectra for case B5 in Fig. 24a differ significantly from cases B1, B2, and B6. The branch I sampling location produces a continuous broadband receptivity coefficient distribution, similar to the initial pulse. This indicates that the broadband forcing excited by the planar fast acoustic pulse is strong enough to mask the initial second mode instability at the branch I neutral point, and that the planar fast acoustic pulse excites a very broad range of frequencies in comparison to all the other cases. The combined disturbances at this location result in perturbation amplitudes far larger than those expected of the pure second mode. The other sampling locations also show that the receptivity coefficients are highest near 200 kHz, contrary to the finite spherical cases and LST results. Looking again at Fig. 18a it can be seen that an additional band of amplified disturbances can be found at these frequencies that is attributed to the strong surface forcing generated by the shock–disturbance interaction seen in Fig. 17. Although significant second mode amplification is observed in all of the cases, case B5 demonstrates that sufficiently noisy environments of fast acoustic disturbances can excite significant boundary-layer disturbances not associated with the second mode for this geometry. This can potentially account for the somewhat weak association between the
second mode and transition for this case that Marineau et al. observed [26].

The total receptivity spectra for the finite spherical cases (B1–B4) are shown in Fig. 25a and for the planar cases (B5–B8) in Fig. 25b at the intermediate sampling location. For the finite spherical pulses, it was found that the receptivity response was strongest for the fast acoustic, temperature, slow acoustic, and vorticity disturbances in that order. For the planar pulses the strongest second mode receptivity response was observed for the slow acoustic disturbance, followed by the temperature, vorticity, and fast acoustic pulses, though the planar fast acoustic pulse excited significant broadband waves in the boundary layer that were not associated with the second mode as well. These results can potentially be applied to improved transition prediction methods by providing the initial second mode receptivity response for a given freestream disturbance spectra. However, additional freestream disturbance configurations will be necessary before these results can be generalized sufficiently for broad application. These results can also be used in numerical studies investigating nonlinear breakdown phenomena [21,45].

These results can potentially be applied to improved transition prediction methods by providing the initial second mode receptivity response for a given freestream disturbance spectra. However, additional freestream disturbance configurations will be necessary before these results can be generalized sufficiently for broad application. These results can also be used in numerical studies investigating nonlinear breakdown phenomena [21,45].

B. Disturbance Phase Angle Spectra

The phase angle spectra for the disturbance cases were also extracted from the unsteady DNS. With the data from the receptivity coefficient spectra and the phase angle spectra, the total initial receptivity response to an arbitrary axisymmetric freestream disturbance can be reconstructed [9,21]. These initial disturbances can then be used as inputs for more advanced transition predicted methods like Mack’s amplitude method [27], Crouch’s variable N-factor method [29], Marineau’s iterative method [28], and Ustinov’s implementation of the amplitude methods [46]. These data can also be used to reproduce arbitrary inlet conditions for downstream simulations studying phenomena such as nonlinear breakdown [21,45]. The receptivity phase angle spectra for the unsteady simulations are given in Fig. 26a for the finite spherical cases B1–B4, whereas Fig. 26b presents the same results for the planar disturbance cases B5–B8. These figures depict the FFT decomposed receptivity phase angles at the branch I neutral stability point for each disturbance frequency.

The profiles of the finite pulse cases in Fig. 26a and the planar cases in Fig. 26b are very similar, though the range of phase angles is smaller for the finite pulse cases. Because the disturbance pulse...
interacts with the mean flow only in the nose region of the cone, the finite pulse cases introduce much less forcing to the flow. This results in a much less noisy boundary-layer disturbance profile and a narrower band of phase angles for the finite pulse cases. On the other hand, the planar pulses continue to force the flow as they propagate downstream. Furthermore, as the different disturbance types propagate at different characteristic speeds in the freestream, an intrinsic phase difference is introduced between them. In both the finite and planar pulse cases, the phase angle spectra of the vorticity disturbances (cases B4 and B8) are observed to differ dramatically from the other disturbances at low frequencies near 120–140 kHz but begin to match better at higher frequencies near 200 kHz. This is likely to be due to the comparatively weak modal disturbance response that was observed for the vorticity disturbances, allowing for the flow to become more strongly influenced by low-frequency noise in the simulation.

VIII. Conclusions

The receptivity of a blunt cone at Mach 10 to a variety of freestream disturbances with broadband frequency spectra was investigated in this study. Spectral receptivity coefficient amplitudes and phase angles were extracted for finite spherical and planar geometry pulses consisting of fast acoustic, slow acoustic, temperature, and vorticity disturbances. The base flow geometry and freestream conditions were based on Marneau et al.’s experiments [26] and the numerical simulations were performed using a high-order shock fitting method (DNS). The stability of the mean flow was investigated using LST analysis and unsteady DNS. The pulses for unsteady DNS were modeled analytically in the freestream using Gaussian distributions to provide broadband frequency disturbances. The LST analysis showed that discrete mode F disturbances in a band of frequencies extending from approximately 118 to 238 kHz experienced second mode growth. An entropy layer was observed beginning near the nose and the frustum, which eventually merged into the boundary layer at $x^+=0.9881$ m. Similar to Balakumar and Chou [19], LST and DNS did not predict peak second mode instability until after the entropy layer was swallowed. Good agreement was observed between the LST N-factor and Marneau et al.’s [26] PSE N-factor at the experimental transition location.

The unsteady DNS simulations were decomposed into their frequency components using FFT, which showed that all eight of the freestream pulse disturbances significantly excited the second mode on the cone. The finite spherical pulse cases (B1–B4) were observed to excite very similar boundary-layer disturbance profiles, with second mode disturbances beginning to dominate after $x^+=1.2$ m. Because of their limited size, the finite pulses only interacted with the shock near the nose region of the cone. These isolated shock interactions allowed most of the initial broadband forcing to be dumped out before second mode amplification began. The planar cases, which continued to perturb the flow as they propagated downstream, also demonstrated strong second mode amplification. The unsteady DNS results were validated against LST and showed good agreement for both the finite and planar pulse cases, though the planar fast acoustic pulse (case B5) demonstrated significantly stronger freestream forcing influences than the other unsteady cases. The strongest to weakest second mode response amplitudes for the finite pulses were observed for the fast acoustic (case B1), temperature (case B3), slow acoustic (case B2), and vorticity (case B4) pulses in that order. For the planar cases the slow acoustic pulse (case B6) generated the strongest second mode response followed by the temperature (case B7), vorticity (case B8), and finally fast acoustic (case B5) disturbances. Case B5 demonstrated weak second mode dominance relative to the other pulse cases, and instead indicated that the disturbance energy from the pulse is distributed to multiple instability modes in the boundary layer. This was not observed in the other cases and necessitates the use of more advanced modal decomposition methods, such as bi-orthogonal decomposition. Phase angle spectra were also extracted from the unsteady data and demonstrated strong agreement between the acoustic and entropy disturbances, though the vorticity pulses had significantly different phase spectra. This is attributed to the much weaker disturbance response to the vorticity pulses, potentially allowing for noise to pollute the phase spectra.

Using the receptivity and phase spectra found in this study, it is possible to reconstruct the receptivity response of the mean flow to arbitrary axisymmetric disturbances [9–21]. This can be directly used in the development and application of more advanced transition estimation procedures such as Crouch’s [29] variable N-factor method or Mack’s amplitude method [27] in order to improve the accuracy of transition predictions. However, additional steps need to be taken before the data provided here can be generalized to widespread application in the aforementioned amplitude methods. For one, non-axisymmetric disturbances must also be considered in order to further characterize the receptivity response of the studied mean flow to a wider range of potential experimental and flight conditions. This requires the simulation and study of three-dimensional broadband disturbances and the more complex disturbance environments that they may excite. Furthermore, additional comparisons to continuous freestream forcing similar to the study by Balakumar and Chou [19] as well as to experimental freestream response data would be necessary before more generalized receptivity correlations can be derived for direct use in the amplitude method. The application of more advanced multimode decomposition techniques may also be necessary to isolate disturbance modes of interest, as the methodology used here may not be able to isolate the second mode response in significantly noisy boundary layers.
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